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ABSTRACT
The concept of a rotor blade with a smart flap has received considerable attention lately due to the potential for

vibration suppression using individual blade control (IBC). In this paper, curved polymeric piezoelectric actuators,
called C-block actuators which exhibit significant advantages over other types of actuators are proposed to drive a
smart flap for IBC. The efficient implementation involves the design of both the actuators and the flap. Therefore,
it is appropriate to use a formal optimization technique to address this problem. The optimization problem is
complex since it includes both continuous (flap size) and discrete (number of actuators) design variables. Therefore,
a newly developed hybrid optimization procedure, which can include both types of design variables, is used to
maximize flap performance using the C-block actuators. Optimization results indicate that the C-block actuators
provide comparable control authority without the drawbacks, such as brittlenss, of conventional bimorph actuators.
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Air density
Design variable vector
Flap deflection
Rotational speed
Rotor solidity
Nominal rotor inflow
Rotor inflow with trailing edge flap
Collective blade pitch
Zero lift angle of attack
Width of given actuator layer
Non dimensional actuator width
Blade chord
Flap chord
Non dimensional flap chord
Hinge moment coefficient
Lift coefficient
Lift curve slope

Nominal coefficient of thrust

Coefficient of thrust with trailing edge flap

Flap thickness at hinge location
Piezoelectric coefficient
Actuator lever arm distance
Actuator displacement
Objective function
Constraint
Hinge moment
Flap moment due to flap deflection
Maximum height of actuator volume

Flap moment due to collective pitch
Stiffness effect of the actuators
Tip loss factor
Maximum length of actuator volume
Bending moment
Actuator moment about flap hinge
C-block piezoelectric bending moment
Piezoelectric effect of the actuators
Number of blades
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2. NOMENCLATURE
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kp
Lmax
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Pnu
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Applied force
Number of actuators in parallel
Actuator curvature radius
Inboard flap radius
Outboard flap radius

Non dimensional flap span
Actuator radius to neutral axis
Rotor cutout radius
Rotor tip radius
Number of actuators in series
Thickness of actuator layer
Strain energy
Applied voltage
Authority
Young's modulus
Total actuator stiffness
Distance to midplane
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Subscripts e Actuator electrode layer
1 Rotor without trailing edge flap max Maximum value
2 Rotor with trailing edge flap p Actuator piezoeleciric layer
b Actuator bonding layer tot Total actuator structure
c Continuous
d Discrete

3. INTRODUCTION
Helicopter rotor blades are subjected to complex unsteady aerodynamic environments which cause high vibratory

loads and noise levels. These loads are transmitted from the rotor to the fuselage resulting in mechanical fatigue and
passenger discomfort. Reduction of these forces is an important goal for helicopter designers. Passive damping
devices often incorporate a weight penalty and address only a limited frequency range. Higher harmonic control
(HHC) can be used to cancel only the N/rev forces in a N-bladed rotor. Its implementation is mechanically complex
and incurs a significant weight penalty. Individual blade control (IBC), where each of the rotor blades are actuated
independently, eliminates many of the disadvantages of HHC. Independently actuated trailing edge flaps have shown
potential for practical implementation of IBC, but the actuation mechanism of these flaps has not been fully
resolved.

Smart materials, such as piezoelectric and magnetostrictive materials, present the most viable option for
actuators since they have a fast response time and are applicable over a large range of frequencies. However, force
and deflection limitations are significant. Several researchers [1, 2, 3] have used piezoeleciric PZT actuators to drive
a scale model trailing edge flap which requires a complex mechanical linkage to couple the bimorph PZT actuators to
the flap to obtain sufficient deflection. Additional considerations must be made since the PZT actuators, which are
susceptible to cracking, must operate in a state of compression. Bernhard [4J investigated a piezoelectrically actuated
composite beam with bending-twist coupling for flap actuation. In this application, the axis of flap rotation is
displaced which may significantly affect rotor aerodynamics. Magnetostriction actuation devices have also been
investigated by several researchers [5, 6, 7]. However, the metal components used in these actuators may result in a
significant weight penalty. A new class of bimorph piezoelectric actuators has been developed that demonstrates
improved force and deflection capabilities. These actuators, called C-blocks because of their half circle shape, can
produce approximately five times the force of the traditional bimorph design with only a slight decrease in deflection
[8, 9, 10]. C-blocks can be regarded as single actuator units which, when combined in series and parallel, can
overcome force and deflection limitations. In addition, the C-blocks are constructed out of a polymer piezoelectric
material (PVDF) that greatly facilitates their manufacturing and are not susceptible to cracking due to ductile material
behavior. Further, they can be used in either tension or compression and can be actuated at a higher electric field
compared to piezoceramic materials. C-blocks also provide force and deflection along the direction necessary for
actuating a trailing edge flap directly which eliminates the need for power draining mechanical linkages. Therefore,
the focus of the current research is to develop a trailing edge flap driven by C-block actuators.

Efficient implementation of the C-block actuators for trailing edge flap deflection involves careful consideration
of rotor aerodynamics and the flap actuation mechanism. Simply specifying the flap configuration and then
designing actuators to accommodate the flap is not an efficient approach. The flap and the actuators must be
designed simultaneously. Important trade-offs exist between the design parameters which are not obvious. For
example, the size and the number of actuators and the flap size for the optimum performance are not readily apparent.
Recently parametric studies were performed to investigate traditional bimorph actuated smart flaps [1,3]. Design
trade-offs associated with polymeric piezoelectric C-block actuators alone have been investigated by Seeley et al.
[10]. The objective of the current research is to apply a formal optimization technique to the coupled design of a
smart flap including both flap sizing and its actuation mechanism. The design parameters include both continuous
design variables (flap size) and discrete design variables (number of actuator units). This makes the problem
incompatible with traditional optimization techniques. Therefore, a hybrid optimization procedure [1 1] is used to
investigate design trends associated with the implementation of C-block actuators to maximize flap authority. In the
current research, a mathematical model of the trailing edge flap using C-block actuators is developed. The hybrid
optimization technique is then used to investigate design variable trends and produce a "smart" flap which provides
sufficient control authority without the inherent disadvantages of other existing actuation devices.
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4. MATHEMATICAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT

4.1 Trailingedge flap
The performance of the rotor blade with a trailing edge flap (Fig. 1) is evaluated by determining the increase in

the coefficient of thrust when the flap is deflected downward. Blade element/momentum theory for hover is used to
determine the coefficients of thrust. Assuming uniform inflow and symmetric, untwisted blades, the coefficient of
thrust for a rotor with no flap deflection (CT1) is given by the following equation [1, 12].

— cYClcx e(R —R) —R)
T1 2 3 R. 2 R2 (1)tip tip

where the blade solidity (r) and the inflow parameter (2l) are defined as follows.

Nbc

rcR (2)

d
iak 64(RP_R) (R—R0)2

1 16 3YCiakRp ° (3)

An extra term must be included to calculate the coefficient of thrust which includes deflection of the flap (CT).

C — cYCia Oo (R — R00) ÷ LcL0 (R —R? ) (R — R00)
T2 2 3 zö3 2 (4)

where the inflow parameter (22) is defined as follows.

— Ciak M(R —R) (R —R?) (4—R0)2
2 16 3YCiakRp

°
—— (R —R)

(5)

— (R —R00)

The radii of the rotor (Rt, Rroot) and the trailing edge flap (R1, R2) are shown in Fig. 2. The change in effective
angle of attack due to flap deflection is obtained using a polynomial curve fit to the data found in Ref. 12.

= . 002192 + 2. —2. 3231i cJ c) c) (6)

The total flap hinge moment (H) is calculated by integrating along the flap span which leads to the following
expression.

H=H0+H (7)

where

H0 = lp2c2C
dCh{cf}[(R

-(i -R?)

2iRuP]
(8)
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H5 1P2C2[(R2 -R?)dch{}] (9)

The quantity H0 is the flap moment due to the collective pitch (8) and H6 is the flap moment due to the flap
deflection. The change in the flap hinge moment coefficient (Ch) with respect to the lift coefficient (C1) and the
deflection are also found by using polynomial curve fits to data presented in Ref. 12.

I- '\ 7 \2 ,' \3 I' \4
= .O1O18—O.5494F +1.O28i 1 —0.99341 1 +0.27701

dC1 c) ¼c) c) c) (10)

/ \ / / \3 /
--=--48.52+56.34i- —4.3911 +14.711 -- 1 —18.361 a

d6 c) c) c)
The flap authority, X, is defined as the increase in the coefficient of thrust due to a flap deflection as follows.

= CT2 —CT1

CT1

The flap thickness (D) is defined by the following polynomial curve fit.

D =
2c[0.0702+o.ooii(i _aJ_o.07(1 c)2] (13)

cf . .which is valid for 0.60 � —� 1.00. Data from a NACA 0012 symmetric airfoil is used for the above polynomial
c

curve fits where radian angle measurements are assumed. Further details of the above equations are found in Refs. 1
and 12.

(11)

(12)

C-block actuators flap trailing edge

I c
Lm cf I

Figure 1. Rotor blade cross section including C-block actuators and trailing edge flap.
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Figure 2. Rotor blade top view.

4.2 C-block actuators
A single C-block actuator unit is constructed out of two curved piezoelectric layers in a bimorph configuration

and a half circle shape as shown in Fig. 3. The piezoelectric material is chosen to be Polyvinylidene Fluoride
(PVDF) since piezoceramic materials are difficult to form into nonpianar shapes and are susceptible to cracking. The
piezoelectric layers are surrounded on both sides by an electrode layer of silver ink. The bonding layer consists of a
common epoxy used to connect the two piezoelectric layers. These layers are actuated with equal but opposite
electric fields to produce a bending moment which is used for actuation. It has been shown that the force generated
by the C-block actuator is significantly greater compared to a conventional straight bimorph, although the deflection
is slightly less [10]. This trade-off can be overcome by combining multiple C-blocks in series as shown in Fig. 4.
Using this configuration, the deflection becomes an integer product of the number of units in series (snu) and the
complementary strain energy (U*) and is calculated as follows [8,9].

r M2U*=s XI dflu ,, 2(R—R)YA0 (14)

where R is the radius, R is the radius measured from the neutral axis and YAt0t is the actuator stiffness (Figs. 3 and
4). The quantity M is the bending moment which is defined as follows.

M=M +PRsin() (15)
where P is the applied load, R is the radius and M is the moment created by energizing the piezoelectric layers as
follows.

M =Yd3ibE3(z _z) (16)

The quantity b is the width of the piezoelectric layer and zp and Ze are distances from the midplane to the inner and
outer surfaces of the piezoelectric layers, respectively. Integrating Eqn. 14 over 4and differentiating with respect to
the applied force P yields the displacement (ay) as follows.

U* 4M+PR27cy = =
.--- (YA0)(R —R) (17)

Rearranging Eqn. 17, the following force-deflection relationship is obtained for a C-block actuator with multiple
units in series

2(YA0)(R—R) 4M
5nu2

Y
icR (18)

Finally, the total actuator thickness for a single C-block is calculated as follows.

t0 4te +2t +tb (19)
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Figure 3. Single C-block actuator unit. Figure 4. Multiple C-block actuator units in series.

4.3 Smart flap
A mathematical model for the smart flap is obtained by coupling the C-block actuators with the trailing edge

flap as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. An important advantage of using the C-block actuators is that no extra mechanical
linkage is necessary for providing the flap rotation. On the contrary, when straight bimorph actuators are used, a
linkage is an essential ingredient of the actuation mechanism [1]. In the current research the C-block actuators are
directly attached to the flap as shown in Fig. 6, thus eliminating the mechanical problem associated with an extra
linkage mechanism.

C-block actuators\E�\PJ
Figure 5. Coupling of C-block actuators and trailing edge flap.

A set of serial C-block actuators acts at a distance d from the midplane of the flap with displacement 'yi and
applied electric field E3. Multiple units can also be combined in parallel to increase the force generated. The
actuators are placed in a symmetric configuration about the midplane and an equal, but opposite, electric field is
applied to the actuators below the midplane. This produces a rotation (ö) and moment (Ma) about the flap hinge
(point "a") shown in Fig. 6 where the upper half of the flap is presented. The moment (Ma) generated by the
actuators about the flap hinge, obtained by summing over all of the individual serial actuators, is defined as follows.

M —2 x V J2Ay(YA0)(R —R) —
a & s7tR2 rcR

J

' (20)

where Pnu is the number of units in parallel on one side of the flap midplane (half the total number). Assuming the
angle of flap rotation is small, the displacement of each serial unit (Fig. 4) is calculated as follows.

(21)
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where d is the distance from the midplane and is the flap rotation (Fig 6). Using Eqns. 20 and 21, the quantity
Ma can be written in the following simplified form.

MaKMp
(22)

where K and M represent the stiffness and piezoelectric effect of the actuators and are defined as follows.

Pnu A(VA Vi? P
K—1d1 k totA n—

.
i I

SU1CR2 (23)
i=1

, Pnu 8M

M =[d]__.. (24)

The moment generated by the actuators must equal the hinge moment of the flap to satisfy equilibrium requirements
as follows.

MaH
(25)

Substituting terms from Eqns. 7 and 22 and solving for the flap deflection yields the following expression.

H +2M=
2KH: (26)

Equation 26 also yields some physical insight into the design of the smart flap. Flap authority is known to increase
with increasing deflection (s). It is observed from Eqn. 26 that increasing the forces generated by the actuators

( M ) increases the deflection and increasing their stiffness (K) reduces the deflection as expected. The coefficients

H0 and H are negative since the hinge moment acts opposite to the actuators. Increasing the magnitude of either of
these quantities therefore reduces the flap deflection for a given actuator configuration which is also expected.

Hm
2

Figure 6. Upper half of trailing edge flap with C-block actuators.

The force P generated by each actuator increases as the width of the C-block actuators is increased. Therefore, it
is appears that actuators wider than the trailing edge flap may be desirable. This can be accomplished by utilizing an
extended flap hinge shown in Figs. 2 and 7. The extended hinge can be increased spanwise towards the root of the
rotor blade to accommodate actuators wider than the flap (btot> R2-R1). Since the actuators produce only a
moment and no net force, no bending occurs in the hinge. Therefore, it can be assumed to be rigid.
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Hmaxj

flap

Figure 7. C-block actuator region and extended hinge configuration.

5. HYBRID OPTIMIZATION
An efficient design of a smart flap for vibration reduction involves the simultaneous designs of both the flap ant

the actuators. Flap sizing and placement on the rotor blade are clearly important for suitable aerodynamics and
structural integrity. The optimal C-block actuator configuration must also be considered carefully to obtain the
greatest flap authority. Many important trade-offs exist between the parameters involved which are used to define the
different disciplines. Detailed investigations using parametric studies are impractical. Therefore, a numerical
optimization approach is used to incorporate the different disciplines and design parameters into a coupled, closed
loop procedure and determine trends in the design variables and the best design. Since the optimization problem
contains both continuous and discrete design variables, a hybrid optimization technique is used in the current research
and described next.

The general continuous/discrete optimization problem can be mathematically stated as follows.

Minimize

Subject to

Side constraints

f(c,1d)

ci, �i,
CJ C Cu

j=1,2,•,NCON

d
where f is the objective function, gj are the constraints, cIC are the continuous design variables and cid are the

discrete design variables which can be selected from among a set of q preselected values. Optimization techniques for
purely continuous problems, such as gradient based techniques, are well established. Discrete techniques for purely
discrete problems are also available. Fewer techniques are available for combined continuous/discrete problems.
Therefore, in this research a hybrid optimization procedure developed by Chattopadhyay and Seeley [1 1] is used to
address the combined continuous/discrete optimization design problem of a smart flap. The hybrid optimization
procedure is based on Adaptive Simulated Annealing (ASA) [13, 14] where the design space is sampled by repeatedly
perturbing the discrete design variables. The ASA algorithm is more efficient compared to other simulated annealing
techniques since it features independent exponential cooling schedules for each discrete variable which facilitates
faster convergence. At each iteration of the ASA procedure, the objective function is minimized with respect to the
continuous variables using a BFGS search direction [15]. This significantly improves the efficiency of the hybrid
algorithm by directing the search using to gradient information when available. The constrained problem is
formulated using a penalty function approach. Further details are presented in Ref. 11.
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6. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
Optimization results are presented for the coupled design of a trailing edge flap and C-block actuators to

maximize the flap performance. A four bladed symmetric rotor using NACA 0012 airfoil properties is used.
Additional airfoil properties are listed in Table 1 in addition to C-block actuator properties which are similar to those
found in Ref. 10.

The objective function to be maximized is the flap authority (X) presented in Eqn. 12. Since the hybrid
optimization procedure minimizes the objective function, the actual objective function is defined as follows.

f=10.0—X
(27)

Minimization of f will maximize the flap authority. Constraints are placed on the volume of the actuator region
shown in Fig. 7. The total thickness of all the actuators in parallel must not exceed the total rotor thickness defined
in Eqn. 13. This constraint is most critical at the flap hinge where the rotor thickness is calculated for the first
constraint.

= (R+pttot)1<0bl Hm/2 (28)

where Hm/2 is used since Pnu is defined as half the total of number of units in parallel and Hm D (Figs. 6 and
7). A constraint is also placed on the total length of the actuators which must fit between the D-spar, which is
assumed to occupy 20% of the rotor chord, and the trailing edge flap as follows.

2Rs
g2— Lm (29)

where = 0.80*ccf. A constraint is also placed on the maximum voltage as follows.

g3=—1�0 (30)

where the voltage V = E3t. Additional constraints on the flap and actuator dimensions, which are chosen to remain
within practical limits, are introduced through the side constraints placed on the design variables shown in Table 2.

Design variables include both discrete and continuous parameters. The discrete design variable vector consists of
two quantities, the number of C-block actuator units in parallel and the number of units in series. That is,

r 1T rd [4d1 d2 j Pnu 5nuj (31)

It is important to note that Pnu represents half the total number of units in parallel while represents the total
number of units in series. The continuous design variable vector contains five elements which are used to determine
flap and actuator dimensions (cf, Rf, R, t, btot).

=
[c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 1T (32)

The flap chord is determined from the first design variable as follows.

cf
(33)

Since the flap authority increases towards the tip, the outer radius is defined by R2 = The inner radius is
defined to be a percentage of the total span using the second design variable.

R2
c2 (34)

The radius and the piezoelectric layer thickness of the C-block actuators are scaled to the third and fourth design
variables as follows.
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'1c3 =103R (35)

C4— p (36)

The actuator width and length of the extended flap hinge are set to be equal and are defined by the fifth design
variable.

c5 =b0t (37)

In a previous work [10], the bonding and the electrode layer thicknesses (ti and t) were found to approach their
respective lower bounds while maximizing the displacement, the force and the work done by the C-block actuators.
Therefore, these thicknesses are set to their smallest practical values which are equivalent to the lower bounds used in
Ref. 10 (Table 1).

7. RESULTS
Since the design of a smart trailing edge flap using C-block actuators is a new concept, no baseline designs exist

which can be used for comparing the results of the optimization. Therefore, a feasible initial design is chosen using
engineering judgment to be used as a starting point in the optimization procedure and also for comparison with the
optimal design. However, it must be noted that the hybrid optimization procedure is probabilistic in nature which
frees the dependence of the final solution on the initial design. Details of the Froude scale rotor blade [1] and the C-
block actuators are presented in Table 1 . The reference and optimal designs are presented in Table 2. The hybrid
optimization is performed using various seeds for the random number generator. In the final design of each case, the
geometric constraints are active and the voltage constraint is well satisfied. The results from the best case are
presented in Table 2. In Table 2, non-dimensional values of the flap chord (cf*), the flap span (Rf*) and the C-block
actuator width (btot*) are presented. These quantities are defined as follows..

* (c—cfcf c ) (38)

Rf — ) (39)

b 1O.98Rtjpbtot
tot (40)

Results obtained using the hybrid optimization procedure are presented in Table 2 and in Figs. 8-12. The
objective function iteration history using the hybrid optimization procedure is shown in Fig. 8. For simplicity, the
flap authority, which is maximized, is presented rather than the actual objective function (Eqn. 27). It must be noted
that several intermediate iterations using the gradient based search are required at each iteration of the simulated
annealing. These iterations, although not presented, significantly improve the efficiency of the hybrid optimization
technique. It is clear from Fig. 8 that the hybrid procedure significantly improves the flap authority from the initial
design in a reasonable number of iterations.

Several important design trends are observed from the optimization. The objective function in the final design
represents a flap authority of 9.1% (Fig. 9) based on a reference thrust coefficient of CT1 = 5.714x103 for the scale

model. This represents an increase of more than three times over the reference design and is comparable to the value
of 10% obtained in Ref. 1 which used a PZT bimorph configuration. An important advantage of the C-block
actuators is the fact that they are not subject to cracking which is a problem that plagues piezoceramic PZT bimorph
actuators. Also, the mechanical linkage necessary to provide the rotation when bimorph actuators are used for flap
deflection [1] is eliminated using the proposed actuators. This simplifies the overall actuation mechanism. The
polymeric C-block actuators can also be operated at higher electric fields than PZT actuators. A value of E3 =10.0

V/pin is used in the current research (Table 1) to obtain the static results. This is a typical maximum value for a
constant applied electric field to the C-block actuators. An electric field up to three times that value may be applied
over short durations (E3 = 30.0 V/pm) without damage to the actuators or violation of the voltage constraint. In
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comparison, the value of E3 cannot be increased for PZT actuators used in a.c. applications. Therefore, in a dynamic
vibration control application where short bursts of power are required, the C-block actuators can provide better
control authority and the final static results should be considered quite conservative. The short duration optimal flap
authority increases to 28% at the higher electric field which is also shown in Fig. 9. and is significantly higher than
that produced by the traditional bimorph actuators. However, this peak value should be used with caution since only
a static analysis is performed in this paper.

During optimization, the most efficient C-block actuator configuration expands to fill the entire region which
can be used for the actuators. Therefore, the geometric constraints for both the length and height of the C-block
actuators are active in the final design. The piezoelectric layer thickness (tn) remains small throughout the
optimization process. Since the voltage required to produce a constant electric field depends only on t (V =E3t),
its value remains relatively small and the voltage constraint, g, remains well satisfied.

The number of C-block units in series and in parallel (5nu and Pnu) increases from the initial design until the
geometric constraints become active as shown in Table 2. This improves both the force and the deflection which
each actuator can provide. The radius and the piezoelectric layer thickness of the actuators (R and T) both decrease
to allow more actuators in series and in parallel. This trend towards many smaller C-block units, as opposed to a
few larger units, has also been observed in a previous work [10]. The total mass of the C-block actuators is
calculated by assuming a density of 1.78x103kg/m3. It increases from a value of 64.5g in the initial design to 358
g in the final design since the total volume of actuators increases.

Optimal flap sizing, which is directly coupled to the actuator configuration, is also determined during
optimization. The enlargement in flap size from initial to final design, which is shown in Fig. 10, is noted since
both the nondimensional flap chord (ce) and the flap span (Re) reach their respective upper bounds. The objective
function (flap authority) can be improved by either increasing the flap surface area which requires more force from the
actuators, or by increasing the flap rotation which requires more deflection from the actuators. The optimization
results indicate that a larger flap which requires more force due to the larger hinge moment generated, but less
deflection, is a more efficient design. This is due to the fact that a larger C-block actuator force is more practical to
obtain than a larger deflection. This trend is a direct result of its simultaneous design of the flap and the actuators.
The flap rotation (ö) for =900 RPM is improved by 13% in the final design for the static case and is presented in
Fig. 1 1. The non rotating rotor (=O) flap rotation (önr) is shown in Fig. 12. It is calculated by setting the hinge
moment H to zero and by energizing the actuators. The value of nr decreases significantly during optimization.
This is due to the addition of more actuators which stiffens the entire actuation mechanism to provide the force
necessary to maximize flap authority. The peak flap rotation for the final design is also presented in Figs. 1 1 and 12
by increasing E3 from a value of 10.0 V/.tm to a value of 30.0 V4tm. The optimal flap rotation at =900 RPM
can be increased by approximately a factor of three (from 3.35° to 10.05°) over short durations. It must be noted that
the increase in the coefficient of thrust, as indicated by the flap authority, is a better indication of the flap
performance than the deflection. The resulting optimal configuration represents a smart flap design with a larger flap
size actuated by many smaller C-block units combined in series and in parallel.

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS
A smart flap offers significant potential to actively control rotor blade vibrations for helicopters. In the current

research, a trailing edge flap for individual blade control is investigated which is activated using Polymeric C-block
actuators. The C-block actuators offer significant advantages over other types of actuation mechanisms. In the
current research the design of the trailing edge flap is coupled with the design of the actuators using a hybrid
optimization technique which is capable of including both continuous and discrete design variables. The following
important observations are made from the current study.

1) The C-block actuators, which are made of polymeric PVDF, are light weight, not susceptible to cracking and
do not require a power draining mechanical linkage.

2) The optimal trailing edge flap using C-block actuators is comparable in performance to other actuation
mechanisms.

3) Using C-block actuators, a larger flap is more effective in maximizing actuator authority since it requires less
deflection.

4) A trend towards microscale actuation is observed which has also been noted in a previous work.
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Table 1 . Rotor and C-block actuator Dronertles.

Rotor properties C-block acmator properties
p 1.225 kg/rn3 b 1.9 GPa

Cia 0. 1 1 /deg e 0.70 GPa

00 8 deg Yp 5.4 GPa
c 7.62 cm tb 5.0 tm

Nb 4 te 0.60 .trn
k 1.15 E3 10.0 V/pin
Rt 0.9144 m d31 23.0 pin/V
Rroot 0.2413 rn Vm 500 V

900 RPM

Table 2. Ontimization results.
Parameter Parameter bounds Initial design Final design

lower
Pnu 1 1000 25 79
snu 1 1000 200 224c 5% 25% 10% 25%R 1% 30% 20% 30%

R(rnm) 0.08 0.25 0.120 0.0936
tp (trn) 8.0 20.0 15.0 10.95

btot* 1% 100% 50% 100%
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Figure 8. Objective function iteration history.
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Initial Final Final (peak)
Figure 9. Flap authority.
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(b)

Figure 10. Rotor with smart flap: (a) initial design (b) final design.

Initial Final Final (peak)
Figure 12. Flap rotation (1 = 0).
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Figure 11. Flap rotation (= 900 RPM).
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